
Belgin Aksoy founded GWD in 2012 and 

it has since been celebrated annually 

on the second Saturday of June with 

free wellness activities across the 

globe and the guiding principle that 

‘one day can change your whole life’.

Following on from live stream 

events in 2020 and 2021 due to the 

pandemic, this year’s special day will 

be celebrated with in-person activities, 

workshops and talks around the world 

incorporating the theme #ThinkMagenta, 

which recommends simple but effective 

affirmations to remind people that 

living well begins in the mind.

GWD ambassadors in hundreds of 

countries have organised free activities 

such as mental health assessments, online 

parent and child support groups, laughter 

therapy, sunrise yoga, nutrition seminars 

and much more to help increase people’s 

spirits in a positive and healthy way.

Aksoy said: “Thanks to the pandemic, 

the world is waking up to the importance 

of what we pioneered 11 years ago.

“Although GWS lasts for 24 hours, our 

message is intended to last a lifetime.”

Countdown begins for GWD 2022

■■  GWD is celebrated in more than 170 countries 

Saturday 11 June will mark the 
11th anniversary of Global Wellness 
Day (GWD), an annual event hosted 
to emphasise the importance of 
taking care of health and wellbeing.

Brand plans to roll scheme 
out on a wider basis

Hyatt pilots private 
gyms in five US hotels

p10 2022 theme is focused 
on #ThinkMagenta

Global Wellness Day 
scheduled for 11 June 2022

p12

FITNESS EVENTS
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Property will include Aman's 
first urban residences

Aman new York to open 
in August with urban spa

p06
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Our message is intended 
to last a lifetime

Belgin Aksoy
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M
assage franchise The 

Massage Company 

(TMC) will launch 10 

new centres in Scotland 

over the next three years, in 

partnership with Franchise&.

The locations will bring 

TMC’s membership-

based massage therapy 

to Scotland for the first 

time and are projected to 

generate up to 300 jobs.

TMC was founded in 2016 

by entrepreneurs Charlie 

Thompson and Elliot Walker, 

to make massage more 

convenient, accessible and 

S
trata Integrated 

Wellness and Spa at 

Garden of the Gods 

Resort and Club, Colorado, 

is under new leadership 

with Tania McCorkle as 

new director of wellness.

McCorkle has been 

promoted from her prior 

role as director of spa 

and fitness where she led 

the team to create new 

wellness programming and 

assisted in the integration 

of wellness experiences 

throughout the resort.

McCorkle will now oversee 

key initiatives within the 

leadership of the Strata Med 

team as well as continue 

her existing responsibilities 

within Strata Body and Strata 

Fit to fully integrate the team 

Garden of the Gods Resort and Club appoints 
Tania McCorkle as wellness director

Charlie Thompson: The Massage Company 
will debut in Scotland with 10 locations

and fitness director at the 

flagship Canyon Ranch resort 

in Tucson, Arizona. She 

oversaw all areas of the spa, 

including its programmes, 

services, facilities and staff.

In addition, she's also 

held spa and fitness 

leadership roles at Omni 

Barton Creek Resort and 

Spa, Lakeway Resort and 

Spa, The Downtown Club in 

Houston and The Houstonian 

Hotel, Club & Spa.

“We believe Tania will 

continue to advance our 

offerings through her 

distinctive expertise and 

innovative mindset,” 

states James Gibson, 

CEO and president of 

Garden of the Gods.

We know what a positive impact 
massage can have so we’re delighted 

to be able to reach so much further

■■  Tania McCorkle has spent 21 years in the wellness industry

■■  Charlie Thompson, 
TMC co-founder

inclusive to people across 

the UK via monthly massage 

subscription models.

Thompson said: “It’s 

brilliant to have the 

opportunity to bring massage 

subscription to Scotland. 

We know what a positive 

impact massage can have 

on people’s physical and 

mental health, and we’re 

delighted to be able to 

reach so much further.”

Franchisees can get 

involved in two ways; as a 

hands-on owner-operator, or 

a hands-off owner-investor. 

TMC currently has five 

UK locations in Putney, 

Camberley, Tunbridge 

Wells, High Wycombe 

and Sutton Coldfield. 

It reports an average 

member retention rate of 

more than 12 months.

of clinicians, practitioners 

and associates within Strata 

Integrated Wellness and Spa.

Prior to her previous 

position at the resort, 

McCorkle was the spa 

We believe Tania will continue to 
advance our offerings through 

her distinctive expertise

spa business people

More: http://lei.sr/E5w5T_B
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Spa Life reveals Dr Amanda 
Foo-Ryland as 2022 keynote

A 
uthor, TED Talk host and 

hypnotherapy specialist 

Dr Amanda Foo-Ryland 

has been named keynote 

speaker for UK spa industry 

event Spa Life UK 2022. 

Focused on dealing with 

life’s curveballs and how 

to live our most positive 

lives, Foo-Ryland’s speech 

will be fuelled by 30 years’ 

experience in life coaching 

and human development.

Her career has also included 

16 years at Estée Lauder 

as the clinique director of 

education for Europe, the 

Middle East and Africa.

Foo-Ryland’s keynote will 

dive into neural coding – also 

■■  Foo-Ryland has spent 30 years specialising in human development

known as neuro linguistic 

programming – which is 

described as an empowerment 

technique used to rewire the 

brain. Her goal is to take her 

audience on an emotional 

journey and explore resilience.

“Amanda is passionate 

about living the very best life 

possible, eradicating negative 

and unwanted behaviours to 

allow you to optimise your 

performance,” said Andrew 

Hammond, event director.

Hosted on 20-21 June, 

the two-day Spa Life UK 

convention is taking place 

at the De Vere Cotswold 

Water Park Hotel.

Amanda is passionate about 
allowing everyone to optimise 

their performance
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providing a stunning backdrop where 

glamour meets culture, and where guests 

and locals will come together to make 

memories,” said Garth Simmons, CEO, Accor 

Southeast Asia, Japan & South Korea.

Once complete, Fairmont Tokyo will 

crown the upper floors of the South 

Tower of the Shibaura Project.

gROWTh

Fairmont plans Japan debut 
with urban retreat in Tokyo

More: http://lei.sr/v7P3A_B

Hospitality giant Accor and real 

estate company Nomura Real Estate 

Development have unveiled plans to open 

a Fairmont property in Tokyo in 2025.

Fairmont Tokyo will mark the luxury 

brand’s first hotel and is being designed 

as an urban sanctuary in the heart of 

one of the world’s busiest cities. 

The hotel's 219 guestrooms – with 

sweeping views of Tokyo Bay – will be 

complemented with a suite of wellness 

amenities comprised of a luxury spa, 

fitness centre and swimming pool.

“We’re excited to welcome Fairmont 

Tokyo into our portfolio of grand hotels, 

■■  The hotel will offer panoramic views of Tokyo Bay

Luxury hotel group Aman has 

announced its long-awaited 

urban property in New York 

City will welcome guests 

as of 2 August 2022.

Aman New York will open 

in the 1921 Crown Building, 

overlooking the city’s iconic 

Central Park. The 83-suite 

destination will be topped with 

a three-storey, 2,300sq m 

Aman Spa, which, according 

to the company, will define 

an entirely new approach 

to urban wellness.

The facility will be anchored 

by an indoor swimming 

pool flanked by firepits and 

alcoves of double daybeds, 

all illuminated by striking 

copper light installations.

Guests will be able 

to visit comprehensive 

private facilities in the 

form of two Spa Houses, 

along with a traditional 

banya, hammam, saunas, 

ice fountains, sensory 

showers and steamrooms.

The offering will be 

completed with hair care and 

nail care services and an 

outdoor terrace with hot and 

cold plunge pools, cabanas, 

daybeds and fireplaces.

Vladislav Doronin, chair 

and CEO of Aman, says: 

“A milestone opening, 

Aman New York marks our 

greatest investment into a 

single destination to date. 

The hotel introduces an 

entirely new concept to the 

city through expansive and 

unmatched amenities.”

Aman New York launching in August

More: http://lei.sr/a8Z7x_B

■■  Aman New York will be the group's first property with residences

We’re excited to 
welcome Fairmont 

Tokyo into our portfolio 
of grand hotels
Garth Simmons

Aman New York 
represents a 

milestone opening
Vladislav Doronin
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We excited to bring 
the new spa to 
our community

George Filopoulos

Gurney’s Montauk 
completes US$20m 
spa renovation

More: http://lei.sr/j5k3H_B

Gurney’s Montauk Resort 

in Long Island, NY, US, has 

relaunched its Seawater Spa 

following a top-to-toe refresh 

focused on holistic wellness, 

innovation and sustainability.

The Gurney’s team worked 

with architecture firm 

Alonso Designs and spa 

development firm TLEE Spas 

to realise the renovation.

The main objective was 

to ensure the new spa 

complements its waterfront 

location. In line with this, 

the 30,000sq ft space was 

updated with ocean-view 

treatment rooms, new 

interiors, infinity-edge pools, 

a private outdoor event 

space and four bathhouse 

experiences – including a 

caldarium, thermae and a dual 

frigidarium. The spa's existing 

saltwater pool fed by the 

Atlantic was also renovated.

George Filopoulos, Gurney’s 

Resorts owner, said: “After 

the challenges of the past 

few years, we’ve learned 

how important prioritising 

wellness is and we’re 

happy to bring this elevated 

experience to the Hamptons.”

■■  The spa gained four new bathhouse experiences

DeSigN

Susie Ellis, GWI chair and 

CEO, explains: “Wellness is 

on a huge upwards trajectory 

and our rich country and 

regional data is a key tool for 

helping investors, business 

leaders and governments 

agencies crystalise the 

significant wellness market 

opportunities ahead.”

In addition to featuring 

country-specific wellness 

economic data, the 

partnership also includes 

a dedicated Singapore 

Wellness Economy Report.

GWI spotlights country-specific wellness data
The Global Wellness Institute 

(GWI) has launched the 

Geography of Wellness 

microsite to showcase 

different countries’ 

wellness economies.

The new platform is 

designed to provide a clear 

picture of where each country 

is positioned in the wellness 

market and give countries 

a platform to showcase 

their wellness assets.

The first country to launch 

is Singapore, supported by the 

Singapore Tourism Board as 

the exclusive Country Partner.

DATA

More: http://lei.sr/u3F3W_B

Our data will be a key 
tool for investors, 

business leaders and 
government agencies

Susie Ellis
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the spa – the first facility in the state 

to offer treatments by French skincare 

and spa brand Biologique Recherche.

Cary Collier, Blu Spas co-principal, 

comments: “This spa is all about treatment 

experiences in sumptuous environments, 

where whatever is ailing you fades away 

once you pass through the spa doors.”

DeSigN

new Four Seasons spa 
launches in new Orleans

More: http://lei.sr/x9A4J_B

Four Seasons has opened the 

doors to a new luxury hotel spa in 

downtown New Orleans, within its 

Four Seasons Hotel New Orleans.

At 5,525sq ft, the spa offers 

eight treatment rooms – including a 

couple’s room with a soaking tub. A 

highlight is the facility’s relaxation 

lounge boasting expansive views of 

the city and the Mississippi River.

Design elements include raw white oak, 

grey travertine, rattan and the abstraction 

of wrought iron silhouette-projecting lamps.

Spa and wellness consultancy Blu Spas 

was brought on board to conceptualise 

■■  The hotel opened in the middle of 2021

Derby City Council in the 

UK has invested £42m 

into wellness for the local 

community with the opening 

of the new Moorways Sports 

Village on Saturday 21 May.

The new centre has a 

spa area with sauna and 

steamroom, as well as a 

large 120-station gym and 

a comprehensive selection 

of sports facilities. 

The community-focused 

wellness development is 

the result of a partnership 

between Derby City Council 

and contract operator, 

Everyone Active, which 

will run the facility.

In addition to the spa and 

wellness area, the centre 

has water-based leisure 

facilities for all age groups 

and skill levels, including a 

waterpark, as well as a cafe 

area with soft play spaces.

The sports village was 

designed by FaulknerBrowns 

Architects and developed 

and built by Bowmer and 

Kirkland and Mace.

“We're delighted to have 

Derby’s first waterpark to 

draw in visitors to have fun 

from across the region”, 

said Claire Davenport, Derby 

City Council’s director of 

leisure, culture and tourism. 

“The flexible swimming 

space will accommodate 

competition, training, lessons 

and leisure swimmers,” she 

said. “We've delivered a wider 

vision and have created a real 

sports village for our city.”

Derby City invests £42m in wellness and sport

More: http://lei.sr/K2b6n_B

■■  The £42m sports village officially opened this May

This spa is all 
about sumptuous 

environments
Cary Collier

We've created a real 
sports village for our city

Claire Davenport
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will include an indoor swimming pool, 

sauna, vitality pool and relaxation room. 

“We feel that our warm, club-like 

atmosphere, which flows throughout the 

hotel, is set to make Mandarin Oriental 

Mayfair a new destination of choice in the 

area,” says Susanne Hatje who joins as GM 

direct from Mandarin Oriental, New York. 

PROJeCTS

Mandarin Oriental to 
bolster London portfolio 

More: http://lei.sr/S8a7f_B

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group (MOHG) is 

fearing up to open a brand new property 

on the edge of London’s upmarket 

area of Mayfair in Q4 of 2022.

The 50-room destination will open 

as the sister property to the existing 

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park and also 

feature 78 private residences. In classic 

MOHG fashion, the hotel will be completed 

with a new spa – designed to offer a 

wellness sanctuary in the city, open to 

guests, residents and the local community.

The design brief for the spa is 

focused on creating a space dedicated 

to renewal and recalibration. Facilities 

■■  MOHG will crown the property with an urban spa

Hyatt is piloting private gyms 

in five of its US hotels as part 

of its Stay Fit Private Fitness 

programme. The spaces 

are located in converted 

guest rooms and offer a 

collection of cardio and 

strength-training equipment. 

Guests can book the gyms 

for US$25 an hour, giving 

them access to a Peloton bike, 

Precor treadmill, workout mats, 

stretch bands, foam roller, dual 

grip medicine balls, stability 

balls and hand weights.

The StayFit Private Fitness 

suites are all located in 

hotels with larger hotel health 

clubs open to all guests.

The two-year pilot will run 

at Manchester Grand Hyatt 

San Diego; Hyatt Grand 

Central New York; Hyatt 

Regency Crystal City; Hyatt 

Regency Dallas; and the Hyatt 

Regency Scottsdale Resort 

and Spa at Gainey Ranch.

If successful, Hyatt plans 

to expand beyond the pilot 

locations in the Americas.

“We understand guests 

continue to seek a wide range 

of fitness experiences and 

self-care outlets while on the 

road,” said Michael Koffler, GM 

at Hyatt Regency Dallas. “Our 

new StayFit Private Fitness 

suite delivers a well-rounded 

experience in a private space.”

As well as other exercise  

facilities, such as jogging 

paths, gyms, pools and 

in-room fitness options, Hyatt 

also offers additional wellness 

features at select locations.

Hyatt pilots private gyms in five US hotels 

More: http://lei.sr/B2U2w_B

■■  Hyatt has introduced private gyms to five US-based hotels

Our warm, club-like 
atmosphere is set 
to make Mandarin 
Oriental Mayfair a 
new destination of 
choice in the area

Susanne Hatje

We understand guests 
continue to seek fitness 

experiences and self-care 
outlets while on the road

Michael Koffler
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Worldwide wellness

T
he final countdown for 
Global Wellness Day 2022 
(GWD) is well underway, 
with plans for nearly 170 
countries to get involved on 
11 June and champion the 
importance of wellness.

event founder and industry figure 
Belgin Aksoy has announced the 
2022 GWD event will encourage 
people to #ThinkMagenta, by 
recommending simple but eff ective 
affi  rmations, reminding people that 
living well begins in the mind.

“#ThinkMagenta is not about being 
optimistic, it’s about being realistic,” 
explains Aksoy, “things happen in 

11 June will mark the 11th Global Wellness Day, an annual event 
encouraging everyone to use wellness to enrich their lives

■■  Belgin Aksoy 
founded Global 
Wellness Day 
in 2012 

our lives and we have the choice 
to call them good or bad things.

“sometimes diffi  culties, failures or 
illnesses become the greatest teachers. 
No matter what is happening we can 
always find a way to choose joy.”

According to Aksoy, #ThinkMagenta 
is simple to do whether at home, 
in the offi  ce or outside. she 
recommends starting with three easy 
steps – stop, breathe and smile.

“In stressful, anxious, tense and 
negative moments, #ThinkMagenta 
provides a very simple way to 
disperse the dark clouds,” she adds.

The GWD team has compiled a 
set of suggestions that encourages 

Global Wellness Day 2022
GLOBAL WELLNESS DAY 

11 JUNE 2022 
PREVIEW
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everyone to think positively. small 
recommendations that can make a 
substantial diff erence in everyone’s 
daily life, gathered under five headings:
1. Let GWD’s Manifesto 
be your compass
■ Walk for an hour.
■ Drink more water.
■ Don’t use plastic bottles.
■ eat healthy food.
■ Do a good deed.
■ Have a family dinner with loved ones.
■ sleep at 10 pm.

2. Use the right words.
3. Simplify your life.
4. Be open to diff erent experiences.
5. Share goodness.

Worldwide wellness
since its inception, GWD has grown 
from being celebrated in one country 
in 2012 to being celebrated in 170 
countries in tens of thousands 
of locations. This year, 130 GWD 
ambassadors, key supporters, advisors 
and volunteers will work together to 

The pandemic 
has been tough on 
everyone but it has 

made us realise 
that wellness is 

a necessity

■■  Aksoy and her team will 
host a free three-hour live 
stream celebration featuring 
wellness industry figures
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Global Wellness Day 2022

change people’s lives in a positive way 
and to add colour to their thoughts.

To mark the day this June, GWD 
ambassadors around the world will 
organise free activities such as mental 
health assessments, online parent 
and child support groups, laughter 
therapy, hurdle races, sunrise yoga, 
nutrition seminars and much more 
to help elevate everyone’s spirits 
in a positive and healthy way.

Aksoy herself is most excited about 
taking part in Chiva-som’s annual visit 
to the “No Man’s Land” - the border of 
Thailand and Myanmar to help provide 
medical aid and food supply. The 
journey has become an annual feature 
of Global Wellness Day since 2015.

Among many other international 
brands, Mandarin Oriental Hotel 

Group, One & Only Resorts, Banyan 
Tree Hotel Group, Chiva-som and 
Accor are also supporting GWD with 
initiatives for both staff  and guests.

Linking with leaders
The GWD team is hosting a three-
hour livestream  featuring a dynamic 
line-up of guest speakers including 
industry figures such as susie ellis, 
chair and CeO of the Global Wellness 
Institute and Global Wellness summit; 
Anna Bjurstam, wellness pioneer six 
senses and Raison d’etre; and Jeremy 
McCarthy, group director of spa and 
wellness of Mandarin Oriental .

"This year’s GWD celebrations 
around the globe are unique because 
they will truly showcase the increase 
in peoples’ awareness and mindfulness 

towards the importance of living 
well," Aksoy told Spa Business. 

"It will be a year that my message that 
'wellness is not a luxury but the inherent 
right of every individual' is absolutely 
understood – the pandemic has been 
tough on everyone but it has helped us 
realise that wellness is a necessity.

"This year we have chosen to spread 
the philosophy and spirit of GWD even 
more so with the theme #ThinkMagenta. 
#ThinkMagenta is an idea that rises 
above the negativity in the world. A 
reminder with a positive eff ect on life."

Eyes on the future
Looking ahead, Aksoy shared that 
her long-term target is for GWD to 
be offi  cially accepted into the united 
Nations’ Offi  cial Calendar. ●

This year's celebrations will showcase peoples' awareness 
and mindfulness towards the importance of living well

■■  GWD is now 
celebrated in over 170 
countries worldwide

GLOBAL WELLNESS DAY 
11 JUNE 2022 

PREVIEW

THE WELLNESS 
REVOLUTION 
Myrtha Wellness creates, engineers and manufactures sustainable products that delight the clientele. Myrtha 
modular panels technology are the epitome of ‘Made in Italy’ thermal bathing wellness products - including 
saunas, steam rooms, vitality pools, plunge pools, ice fountains & experience showers and swimming pools. The 
exceptional technical team of experts at Myrtha Wellness works globally in concert with architects, designers 
and engineers throughout the project lifecycle to create memorable experiences, leading the latest technological 
trends in the hospitality sector.  

www.myrthawellness.com
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The great outdoors

I
nternational spa and wellness 
design firm studio Apostoli is 
realising a new private members’ 
spa in New York’s verdant Hudson 
Valley. The studio is creating the 
shin Rin spa for silo Ridge Field 

Club, an exclusive 850-acre gated 
community and private members’ club 
located two hours from New York City. 

Intrinsic to silo Ridge is an emphasis 
on the importance of fitness, wellness, 
recreation and a connection with nature. 
Members have access to a raft of leisure 
facilities – such as an 18-hole golf course, 
equestrian facilities, a movie theatre, 
an Olympic-sized ice rink, an organic 
garden, a farmer’s market and more.

A variety of outdoor adventures 
like hiking, rafting, water sports and 
fishing also ensure residents make the 
most of the scenic surroundings.

Studio Apostoli plans to bring the outdoors in for its 
new nature-centric spa project in Hudson Valley

Shin Rin Spa will add to the 
club's concept of American 

wellness culture that 
embraces diverse disciplines 

in harmony with nature
Alberto Apostoli, founder of studio Apostoli

■■  The facility will be complete with five out-
door treatment cabins plus four indoor suites
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studio Apostoli’s design for the 
spa echoes this emphasis on staying 
active and is also designed to help spa 
visitors rediscover nature and their 
own physical and spiritual wellness.

The spa will be divided into two 
main macro-areas; wellness and 
fitness, both of which will include 
indoor and outdoor spaces.

The design masterplan
shin Rin spa is being brought to life using 
light, with designers planning to create 
fluid stilted structures with large floor-
to-ceiling windows and glass partitions 
that enable contact with nature.

“The interior design will be 
contemporary and streamlined,” says 
Alberto Apostoli, founder of studio 
Apostoli, “we plan to use natural 
materials and warm lighting to give the 
rooms a personal welcoming feeling.”

The wellness area will be anchored 
by a mixed spa equipped with glazed 
saunas overlooking the valley, 
sensory showers and hammams,  
plus pools and relaxation areas.

To strengthen the connection 
with nature, the facility will off er five 
outdoor treatment cabins – which 
will complement four indoor suites.

spa treatments will range from 
traditional oriental medicine 
rituals to massage, alongside 
meditation in a dedicated private 
cabin surrounded by greenery.

Fitness facilities meanwhile will span 
a gym, yoga pavilion, movement studio 
and service area with changing facilities.

“Now at the end of the design phase, 
shin Rin spa will add to the club's 
American wellness culture that embraces 
diverse disciplines and cultures in harmony 
with nature,” concluded Apostoli.■●

We plan to use natural materials and warm lighting 
to give the rooms a personal welcoming feeling.

■■  Studio Apostoli is 
bringing the spa to life 
using light architecture

■■  The wellness area will be 
anchored by a mixed spa
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SUN SOUL
SKIN AND OCEAN CONSCIOUS

Innovative eco-friendly sun care with UVA and UVB 
fi lters tested as safe for the aquatic environment*
and DNA-defense peptide for ultimate antiaging 

protection. Recycled and biobased plastic packaging,
certifi ed Plastic Neutral by Plastic Bank.

www.comfortzoneskin.com
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More on spa-kit.net 

http://lei.sr/N0n9V

myndstream launches curated music portal 
for spa and wellness audio experiences

■■■  myndstream create new content with frequencies, tonalities and tempos that research shows affects relaxation and mood enhancement

SuPPLiER NEWS
Suppliers tell Spa Business insider about their latest 

product, design and technology launches

For the latest supplier 
news and company 
information, visit

spa-kit.net 

W
ellness music company 

myndstream has unveiled 

a subscription-based 

music service to offer curated 

spa music at a reduced cost, 

without licensing challenges. 

Called myndstreamspa.

com, the platform has been 

developed as an affordable 

streaming portal for the spa 

and wellness industry which 

provides a rich library of 

purpose-built spa music.

Guided by results of the 

latest academic studies, 

myndstream engages its 

roster of musicians to create 

new works for the spa 

market with frequencies, 

tonalities and tempos that 

research shows can have a 

direct effect on relaxation 

and mood enhancement.

The music library offers a 

range of genres and moods 

to match up with a variety 

of spa environments.

“We aim to provide our 

music services and music 

portal to any and all spas 

across the US, eventually 

expanding across the globe,” 

explains Freddie Moross, head 

of marketing at myndstream.

The team has collaborated 

with global spa products 

wholesaler Universal 

Companies to realise 

myndstreamspa.com, which is 

now available through Universal 

Companies’ sales channels.

Moross adds: “Our new 

portal eliminates the risk 

many spas and therapists 

unwittingly take by using their 

personal playlists commercially 

– which can result in fines 

for copyright violation.”

Furthermore, music will be 

offered at a discounted monthly 

price to spas, particularly 

for early adopters willing to 

provide feedback and help the 

team enhance the platform.
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■■■  Freddie Moross, head of 

marketing at myndstream
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BOTA-PEPTIDES  
SERUM | EYE CONTOUR

A high-tech, non-invasive “dermo-intervention” 
collection formulated with a synergy of peptides 
to visibly reduce the appearance of expression 
lines and wrinkles, leaving the skin soft and 
plumped with moisture.

GMCollin-BotaPeptides-2022Q2.indd   1 2022-04-01   3:43:12 PM
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Kelda Showers to unveil 
bubble rain shower

K
elda Showers is gearing 

up to introduce the 

BubbleSpa – an experience 

shower that creates a 

cascade of bubble rain to 

offer a bathing experience 

promoting holistic wellbeing.

The sensation of the bursting 

bubbles is designed to simulate 

the soft rhythmic fingertip 

tapping synonymous with 

traditional Swedish massage 

techniques claimed to improve 

blood circulation, support 

immunity and relax muscles.

“The BubbleSpa is a 

brilliant manifestation of our 

vision to create the world’s 

most desirable shower,” 

comments Paul Ravnbo-West, 

Kelda marketing director.

Each shower features a 

digital fan and intelligent 

microprocessor that controls the 

delivery of water and air to 16 

precision-engineered nozzles.

To stimulate as many senses 

as possible, the overhead 

shower is also equipped 

with an LED EdgeLight to 

illuminate each bubble and, 

upon bursting, the bubbles 

make a gentle popping sound.

Kelda uses air-powered 

technology to create high-

efficiency showers that reduce 

energy and water consumption, 

thereby lowering running costs 

and carbon emissions.

■■■  The shower is inspired by Swedish massage techniques

■■■  Paul Ravnbo-West, Kelda 

marketing director

More on spa-kit.net 

http://lei.sr/A4z2N

Zelens launches professional treatments for spas and clinics

S
cience-led skincare brand 

Zelens has entered the spa 

market with a set of four 

new professional treatments. 

Zelens was founded in 2005 

by plastic and reconstructive 

surgeon Dr Marko Lens. 

He’s also a Fellow of the 

Royal College of Surgeons 

of England, holding a Master 

of Science degree from 

Harvard University and a 

PhD from Oxford University 

in the field of skin cancer.

The brand’s products are 

claimed to combine high-

power active biotechnology 

ingredients with a blend 

of plant-derived molecules 

with anti-ageing and 

healing properties.

The rituals have debuted 

at the Chuan Body+Soul spa 

at The Langham in London.

James Lamb, CEO 

of Zelens, said: “We’re 

excited to launch Zelens 

Professional in its first 

London location, with more 

partnerships to follow 

globally as we accelerate the 

growth of our spa business 

following the pandemic.

“Our new professional 

offering is more than 

a complement to our 

retail collection," said 

Lamb, it encompasses a 

complete clinical strength 

regimen by itself.”

Utilising both the Zelens 

professional line and 3D URF 

equipment, the treatments 

are designed to deliver 

high-performance results 

while also providing 

a relaxing experience 

for customers.

■■■  James Lamb, 

CEO of Zelens
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Lion Stone Art uses natural stone 
to enhance wellness facilities

T
urkey-based Lion Stone Art 

is producing luxury natural 

stone design pieces to 

create aesthetic spaces in 

spas, wellness facilities, gyms, 

hotels and private residences.

The group works with an 

extensive range of marble 

and precious stones varying 

in colour, depth and texture. 

Its core remit includes 

crafting 3D feature walls, 

hybrid marble furniture, 

stairs, abstract sculptures 

and waterjet applications to 

enhance properties’ overall 

design and atmosphere.

Lion Stone Art also 

collaborates closely with clients 

to design and manufacture 

bespoke products.

Hüseyin Arslan, Lion Stone Art 

general manager and architect, 

commented: “Marble is a unique 

work of art that takes millions of 

years to form. It’s no wonder it's 

been used as an indispensable 

building material by humans for 

centuries due to its elegance, 

beauty and durability.”

“At Lion Stone Art, we're 

proud to process, design and 

add value to our customer’s 

spaces by reflecting the 

beauty of nature in our 

art,” he concludes.

■■■  The group works with a range of marble and precious stone■■■  Hüseyin Arslan, 

Lion Stone Art general 

manager and architect

More on spa-kit.net 
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REM UK unveils Legacy Spa Couch and adopts new eco strategies

T
he Legacy Spa Couch is 

the latest massage bed 

created by spa and salon 

equipment supplier REM UK.

New for 2022, the treatment 

couch features a contoured 

laminated frame for safe 

unhindered use and is complete 

with luxury upholstery to 

maximise comfort for users.

The product is fitted with 

a standard face cut out and 

infill, adjustable backrest and 

electrical foot control for easy 

usage. The massage bed can 

be adjusted vertically via an 

integrated motor and is complete 

with two lower drawers to offer 

discreet storage options.

Clients can customise the 

bed and choose between 21 

fabric and laminate finishes.

“The Legacy Spa Couch is 

one of the greener sustainable 

products in our extensive range of 

beauty spa furniture,” said Trevor 

Lingard, REM commercial director.

For the past eight months, 

REM has been improving its 

carbon footprint, mainly by 

sourcing local sustainable 

components. The company has 

also recently launched an Earth 

Range offering a selection of 

new laminate and fabrics chosen 

with the environment in mind.

In addition, all orders placed 

will see REM plant trees with 

Just One Tree to help combat 

deforestation around the globe.

■■■  Trevor Lingard, REM 

commercial director.
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www.mindbodyonline.com/spa-software

All the Features You Need to Manage

Your Spa and Delight Your Customers 

Online Booking • Staff Scheduling • Integrated POS • CRM • And More 

Learn why Booker is the leading spa management software
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WEB ADDRESS BOOK
Connect with spa organisations from around the world. 

We welcome your entries – write to spateam@leisuremedia.com

Asia-Pacific Spa & Wellness 
Coalition (APSWC) 
■■ www.apswc.org

Association of Malaysian 
Spas (AMSPA) 
■■ www.amspa.org.my

Bali Spa and Wellness Association 
■■ www.balispawellness-association.org

Brazilian Spas Association 
■■ www.abcspas.com.br

Bulgarian Union for Balneology 
and Spa Tourism (BUBSPA) 
■■ www.bubspa.org

Association of Spas of 
the Czech Republic 
■■ www.jedemedolazni.cz

Estonian Spa Association 
■■ www.estonianspas.eu

European Historic Thermal 
Towns Association 
■■ www.ehtta.eu

European Spas Association 
■■ www.espa-ehv.com

Federation of Holistic Therapists (FHT) 
■■ www.fht.org.uk

FEMTEC (the World Federation of 
Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy) 
■■ https://www.femteconline.org/m  

French Spa Association (SPA-A)
■■ www.spa-a.org

German Spas Association 
■■ www.deutscher-heilbaederverband.de

Global Wellness Institute (GWI)
■■ www.globalwellnessinstitute.com 

Green Spa network (GSn)
■■ www.greenspanetwork.org

Hungarian Baths Association 
■■ www.furdoszovetseg.hu/en

Hydrothermal Spa Forum
■■ www.hydrothermal-spa-forum.net

The Iceland Spa Association 
■■ www.visitspas.eu/iceland

The International Medical 
Spa Association 
■■ www.dayspaassociation.com/imsa

International Sauna Association
■■ www.saunainternational.net

International Spa Association (ISPA) 
■■ www.experienceispa.com

Irish Spa Association 
■■ www.irishspaassociation.ie

Japan Spa Association 
■■ www.j-spa.jp

Leading Spas of Canada 
■■ www.leadingspasofcanada.com

national Guild of Spa Experts Russia 
■■ www.russiaspas.ru

Portuguese Spas Association 
■■ www.termasdeportugal.pt

Romanian Spa Organization 
■■ www.romanian-spas.ro

Salt Therapy Association 
■■ www.salttherapyassociation.org

Serbian Spas & Resorts Association 
■■ www.serbianspas.org

South African Spa Association 
■■ www.saspaassociation.co.za

Spanish national Spa Association 
■■ www.balnearios.org

Spa and Wellness Association 
of Africa (SWAA)
■■ www.swaafrica.org

Spa Association of India 
■■ www.spaassociationofindia.in

Spa Industry Association 
■■ www.dayspaassociation.com

Spa & Wellness International Council 
■■ www.1swic.ru

The Sustainable Spa 
Association (SSA)
■■ www.sustainablespas.org

Taiwan Spa Association 
■■ www.tspa.tw

Thai Spa Association 
■■ www.thaispaassociation.com

The UK Spa Association 
■■ www.spa-uk.org

Ukrainian SPA Association 
■■ www.facebook.com/uASPA
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